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Abstract
This historical thesis analyzed information about corporal punishment in American pubtic
schools from the early lg00's to the present. This historical research study examined economic,
social and political trends and explored the relationship they have with corporal punishment. The
study examined children's behavioral expressions to which corporal punishment was designed to
respond and evaluated the effectiveness of corporal punishment.
The study found a relationship between students who live in poverry and displayed difficult
behavioral expressions at school and the use of corporal punishment. Students who live in
poverty experience corporal punishment in their school more often than their peers who tive in
adequate economic circumstances.
The findings indicate a relationship between the use and support for corporal punishment in the
schools and the socioeconomic conditions of the society. A link was found between the perceived
need to use corporal punishment in the classroom due to diffEcult behaviors displayed by students
in order to maintain classroom control. The study found no empirical evidence that corporal
punishment is effective.
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1Chapter One - Introduction
Corporal punishment in American schools has a long history. Literature reveals the
legality and purpose of corporal punishment in American schools has been debated for more
than a century. Controversy and opposition to corporal punishment are as old as its use.
Historically, corporal punishment in American schools has been a disciplinary practice used
since schools began.
Corporal punishment in American schools has a long tradition of use without a consensus
from all states. The fifty United States continue to debate and change laws regarding the use
of corporal punishment on American students. In I867, New Jersey became the first state to
abolish corporal punishment in the schools and remained the only state to do so for more than
one hundred years. In lgT},Massachusetts became the second state to ban corporal
punishment in the schools. (Hyman & Wise, lg7g).
Today, corporal punishment is sanctioned in 23 states. (Richardson, 1994; Wilcox, 1994;
Dunne, 1994). Of the 27 states that have banned paddling, four ban corporal punishment per
state law and two by an act of the school board. (chmelynski, I996).
A trend to bring corporal punishment back into the schools is nsing. Since lgg1,eight
states have changed their laws. Virginia, Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois, Idaho, Georgia
and Florida have passed laws to protect teachers who use corporal punishment or have
allowed corporal punishment back into the schools where it was once banned. (Chmelynski,
1996, Evans & Richardson, 1995).
State laws continue to change regarding the corporal punishment in American public
schools. Alabama's governor in 1995 signed a law to grant civil and criminal immunity for
2teachers who inflict corporal punishment on their students. Florida and Georgia signed the
same type of law for their teachers. (Weiss, 1996). Virginia had a ban on corporal
punishment, but in 1995 allowed it back into the school and promised teachers legal
protection if they needed to use force in the classroom. Kentucky banned corporal
punishment in 1991, but reversed it a year later. A school district in Ohio approved a paddle
for use in 1995. Idaho and Illinois allowed corporal punishment back into the school in 1995.
(Chemelynski, 1996; Gibb, C., et. al, I996).
Recent research has questioned the use of corporal punishment. Straus and Kantor
(1994) found adolescents have an increased risk of alcohol use, depressive symptoms and
suicidal thoughts when they experience corporal punishment. Psychological distress and the
frequency of corporal punishment were shown to have a positive association. (Turner &
Finkelor, 1996). Another study found children engaged in higher levels of aggression when
they were spanked. (Strassberg, et. al., 1994).
Given the recent trends to bring corporal punishment back into American public schools,
the historical factors influencing corporal punishment and the etiology of corporal
punishment, further research needs to be done.
Specifically, this study will look at the historical, economic, social, political and economic
trends and how they are related to corporal punishment, assess children's issues past to
present, explore the etiology of children's issues in a school setting and explore the
effectiveness of corporal punishment on students attending American public schools.
-J
Chapter Two - Literature Review
The literature review section will define corporal punishment, give a brief
background on the history of corporal punishment in American schools, discuss
theoretical fra-meworks used in the literature, look at legal considerations, report on
studies and describe curent issues in American public schools.
Definitioq of Co.ry'orAl Punishment
The definition of corporal punishment by ln^,in Hyman will be used for this study.
"Corporal punishment in the schools is the infliction of pain or confinement as a
penalty for an of[ense committed by a student." (Hyrnaru lgg0, p. l0). The
definition for this study includes con-finement as'a msans of corporal punishment for
students. However, this study mainly focused on the physical aspect of corporal
punishment used on students.
Background
In discussing corporal punishment in American schools, Ryan (1g94) describes
the use of corporal punishment as rooted in old colonial traditions, such as the
Puritan system of Christian belief of children being sinful creatures. Historically,
corporal purishment has been sanctioned by the common law principle. (Dayton,
1994; Levine LelY, 1983; Ryaq 1994). The conrmon law principle, used since
before the American Revolution, states that teachers may use reasonable but not
excessive corporal punishment when disciplining a student. (DaytorL 1994)"
ln the past, teachers were allowed to use corporal punishment because of in loco
4parentis, which means the teacher has the power of the parent when the student is
under their ca-re- The teacher was given the right to deal witr the student as the
parent would in a similar situation. (Levine Lely, 1983). According to Ryan
(1994), parents had the responsibility for instmcting their children regarding values
prescribed by the Bible and schools were to carryr this out even further.
The Bible has many references relating to corporal punishment with children.
"Proverhs (13:24): He that spareth the rod hateth his son, buthe that loveth him
chasteneth him." Also from Proverbs: "Withhold not correction for the child: for it
thou beatest him with the rod, he shall not die. Thou shalt beat him with the rod, and
shall deliver him from hell." (23: 13-14),' (Hyrnarr, 1990, p.30).
Today the teacher's authority to use corporal punishment has changed from what
is reasonable in disciplining the student to the use of corporal pgnishment in order to
maintain group discipline . (Levine Ler,y, 19S3). A survey conducted each year from
1990-1994 by the U.S. Departrnent of Education asked school teachers about the type
of serious problems they found in their schools. (The Digest of Educational
Statistics, on-line). The data revealed that students coming to school unprepared to
learn was the number one concern" then lack of parental involvement, student
disrespect for teachers, verbal abuse of teachers and poverty. Although these
statistics are interesting, the sunrey had set categories for the respondents to mark.
A separate category for other issues of concern such as violence or discipline
concerns was not included which may have revealed other serious issues of concern
5for teachers and students.
The vast majority of material on coqporal punishment in the schools was published
after the landmark case af Ingralrum v. Wright in 1979. A small amount of published
articles are in support of corporal punishment. Check (1979) claims corporal
punishment is needed in the schools because discipline problems have become very
critical. Grasmiclq Morgan and Kennedy in a study conducted in LggZ forurd
religion to be an importflnt determinant of support for corporal punishment. Corporal
punishment is sometimes seen as good for the school. (Humphreys, 1975;Wilson,
1e63).
The majority of published opinion seems to be against corporal prurishment.
Maurer (1990) describes corporal punishment as cruel and widespread. Rose (1984)
claims corporal punishment is widespread and is used in all regions of the United
States. Hyman (1990) the current director of the National Center for the Study of
Corporal Punishment and Alternatives in the Schools, asserts ttrat up to three million
incidents of corporal punishment takes place in schools each yea,r. Many authors
have written articles against the use of corporal punistrment in the schools. ( Dayton,
L994; Levy, 1983; Ryan, Igg4;Wilson, 1g8Z)
An annual Gallup Poll asked the pubtic about the major prohlem facing public
schools. (The Digest of Education Statistics, on-line). The survey was conducted
between 1970-1995. The public picked the category of lack of discipline as rhe
number one problem in school every year"except 1993 and 1995 when it dropped
6directly below the use of dnrgs. Again there was not an "other" category to be
marked. If respondents in a survey are not allowed to mark a different category other
than the ones prescribe4 the researcher may not he getting all the results necessary
for proper interpretation of the data, (The Digest of Education Statistics (on-line).
Given the two sets of surveys, there is a belief that discipline is the number one
problem facing public schools today and disrespect of teachers and verbal abuse used
against teachers is high on the list of problems in the school. These issues are
important social factors when looking at the curent trends regarding corporal
punishment in American public schools.
Theory is implied in the essays on the virrues of corporal punishment on children
and adolescents. The Supreme Court in the landmark case of Ingraham v. Wright,
states that corporal punishment may help students in learning respect for authority.
Vockell (1991) discusses the use of corporal prurishment and the tink to behavioral
theory. Vockell (1991) claims corporal punishment may be seen as unpleasant,
however, he states corporal punishment may have a theoretical disadvantage since
punishment may not necessarily be equated to misbehavior.
Corporal punishment could he tied in with some type of child developmental
theory such as Piaget's stages of development. Piaget thought children think much
differently than adults and pass through a variety of stages. Kolberg developed a
model in which he believed children have sequential stages of moral reasoning.
7(Germar4 l99l).
The use of corporal punishment urith students could be based on the behavior
modification theory since some people believe it works by stopping or reducing
disruption and maintains discipline in the classroom. (Checlq l97g;Humphreys,
1975; Wilson, 1963)- Martin (1983) claims techniques used in behavior modificarion
can establish more desirable behaviors.
k8al Consid9rations Regardjng Co.rporal Prurishment in funerican School*
The issue of corporal punishment in the schools evenhrally shifted to the federal
courts. In 1975, the Supreme Court affinrred the decision handed doum in the lower
court of North Carolinq to support a school's right to use corporal punishment even
if the parent's objected. The lower court used the rational that the school has the
.ight to maintain school discipline. (Reimarl A., 19gg).
. In April of 1979, the landmark case of Ingraham v. Wrighr was handed down by
the United States Supreme Court. The plaintiffs, Roosevelt Andrews and James
IngrahanL students at a high school in Florida, sought damages from being paddled
at the school- (Levine L*rry, 1983). James lngraham was sf,rrck more than 20 times
with a paddle resulting in a hematoma which required medical attention. He was
paddled because he did not respond to the teacher's instructions. Andrews was
paddled on several different occasions, one paddling resulted in the loss of the full
use of his arm for a week. (Levine L*rry, 1993).
The Supreme Court ruled that corporal punishment of students does not violate the
I
Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the united States Constitution. Paquet (lgg2)
states the Eighth Arnendment applies to the prohibition against cruel and gnusual
punishment and the Fourteenth Amendment applies to equal protection under the law.
The Supreme Court upheld the following three tenets in their decision: (a) the school
and the community have a historically close relationship which inlluence local
norills, (b) federal government should minimalty intrude in state and local concerns,
(c) corporal punishment may lead to respect for authority figures and established
institutions of government. (Hyman & wise, 1g7g).
studies Regarding corporal punishrnent in the schooJ
I have foturd a lot of published articles about corporal punishment in the schools,
however, very few studies have been done. Many books and articles on corporal
punishment in the schools are based on opinion or anecdotal information. The bulk
of the research or corporal prurishment in ttre schools appears to have come after the
landmark decision of Ingraham v. Wright in 1979. A few studies have been done
prior to 1979, however, this section will focus on recent studies regarding corporal
punishment in the schools.
Most research I have forurd involves studies primarily using surveys and
questionnaires given to teachers, parents and school administrators. Some sfudies are
descriptive in nature or use quantitative methods. A study using qualitative methods
has not been found. Bauer, et.al, (1990) concluded there are few studies that look
at the effiects of corporal punishment on children. I have not found a study dealing
9with the effects of corporal punishment on students in American schools.
In 1982, 148 questionnaires were sent to Tennessee school superintendents
regarding corporal prrnishment by Kinnard and Rust. The questionnaire contained
twelve questions with some requiring a yes/no arrswer and some requiring a response
based on a five-point scale. Although the questionnaire was mailed to the
superintenden! 37 people other than the superintendent filled out the form and did
not give their position. The study revealed that corporal punishment is allowed in
100 percent of the school systems responding to the survey. Only 1 I percent of the
respondents reported the total number of times corporal punishment was used. The
research question for this sfudy was somewhat unclear, the researchers stated that the
survey results appeared to show that corporal punishment was supported by teachers.
This researcher believes the study revealed that corporal punishment is used in the
Tennessee schools selected.
Another study conducted in 1982 Parkay and Conoley in the Southwestern region
of the U.S-, used three attitudinal instruments on behavior control, a dogmatism scale
and a discipline questionnaire. The data was collected from 2a8 parficipants who
were teachers, cotulselors and administrators. The article did not list the questions
given to the respondents and infonnation regarding what states participated in the
study was missing. Both items would he helpful to other researchers. The study
found that male educators favor corporal punishment more than female educators,
hi8h dogrnatism scores were found to be related to the belief in corporal punishment
10
and teachers were found to be more dogmatic than principals or counselors.
A good descriptive study was done by Rose in 1984, which reported the use of
corporal punishment with students in American public schools. The study had a
measurable research question, an excellent literature review and gave the reader a
complete report of the results. Eighteen states were randomly selected and the
survey was mailed to 324 principats, 232 responded. Results indicate use of corporal
punishment in every state surveyed and corporal punishment was used at every grade
level. Eighty three percent of the respondents perceive corporal punishment to be an
effective means of maintaining discipline in the school.
It was unclear as to what states were randomly selected and whether the states
selected legally allowed corporal punishment to be used in the school. This
researcher asflrmes that corporal punishment was legal in the states used for this
study since the paddle was used 91 percent of the time by 148 of the respondents. If
corporal punishment was not legal in the states who responded, this survey would be
quite revealing.
A study that looked at the relationship between the use of corporal pgnishment
and the sex of the pupil, the sex of the educator, the nature of the infraction and the
severity of punishment was conducted in 1989 by HymarU Clarke and Erdlen.
- 
Newspaper reports were used for the analysis, which may have a credibility issue due
to newspapers not having gnsugh information or not reporting the full extent of the
incident. Of 846 cases reported in the newspaper, 2I2 were selected. The
11
researchers claim the sarnple is hiased in the fact that parents have to be willing to
report corporal punishment in order for it to be pubtished in a netryspaper report. The
study found that males were punished more often than females, which appeils to be a
common theme in the research on corporal punishment in the schools. fuiother
finding in the study revealed that offenses committed when corporal punishment was
used were mostly nonviolent.
Webster and Wood conducted a study in South Dakota in 198S to find out if
opinions favoring corporal punishment in rural a.reas continued to prevail. Two
hrurdred and forty two-elementary school principats responded to their questionnaire
which contained five questions. On the question of whether co{poral punishment
should be legal in the schools , 55yo responded yes. Sixty percent of principals
believed the commrurity favored corporal punishrnent in the school. The researchers
claim their study conducted in South Dakota on corporal punishment could he
representative of other nrral states, however, this is not possible.
Medway and Smircic in t992 suryeye d 221 South Carolina schools regarding
behaviors considered appropriate for the use of corporal punishment. Principals and
administrators were gtven a list of 37 hehavior infractions ranging from mild to
severe. A list of the behavior infractions was not given in the article. This study
found no difference in the use of corporal prurishment for minor or severe behavior
infractions.
In 1995, James Gregory analyzed statistics from the Office of Civil Right of the
Au grh*rg tri$i*3,* l-ir.-i"ary
t2
U'S' Deparfinent of Education regard*g corporal punishment in the schools. The
statistics used were from IggZ and involved 43,034 public schools in the U.S. The
research question was nying to determine if African American males are subjected
more to corporal punishment than other races. The data revealed that 2g6,539 cases
of coqporal punishment were used in the schools. Aftican American males accormted
fot 97,420 incidents of corporal punishment. African American students (males and
females), make up LZYo of the total student population surveyed. The study
concluded that corporal punishment is used disproportionately with Aftican
Americanmales in U.S. schools. This analysis of data appears to give very useful
infounation regilding the use of corporal punishment in the schools due to the
sample size, research question and analysis.
Gaps in the literatrue on corporal punishment appear to be in the area of
efflectiveness of the use of corporal punishment on a student and whether or not it
changes behavior.
I have not found a study dseling urith the effects on students who were corporally
prurished in a school setting. A few studies discussed the effects of corporal
punishment when parents used it on their children.
Turner and Finkelor (1996) found a positive association between psychological
distress and depression and the use of corporal punishment. Th*y found that not only
is distress present at high levels of corporal punishment, but also at low levels of
l3
corporal punishment.
Straus and Kantor ( 1 994) found that children have an increased risk of depressive
ryrrnptoms, alcohol use, suicidal thoughts, physical abuse of children and wife beating
when adolescents experienced corporal punishment by their parents.
ln a study conducted by Straus and Yodanis (1996) th.y found that corporal
punishment of adolescents resulted in an increased risk later in life of assaultiog their
spouse
Cu:rent Issues in American Schools
An annual Gallup Poll asked the public their viewpoint on the major problem
facing public schools. The survey was conducted between 19?0-1995. The public
picked the category of lack of discipline as the number one problem in the schools
every year except 1993 and 1995 when it dropped directly below the use of drugs.
(The Digest of Educations Statistics, on-line).
A survey conducted each year from 1990- 1994 by the U"S. Deparfinent of
Education asked school teachers about the tpe of serious problems they found in
their schools. (The Digest of Educational Statistics, on-[ine). The data revealed that
students coming to school unprepared to learn was the number one concenL then lack
of parental involvement, sfudent disrespect for teachers, verbal abuse of teachers and
poverty. Although these statistics ,re interesting, the survey had set categories for
the respondents to mark. A separate category for other issues of concern such as
violence or discipline concerns was not included which may have revealed other
l4
serious issues of concern for students and teachers.
Summaru
-
To summartze, we know corporal prurishment in the schools has a historical
component since it has been used since schools began. We know religious traditions
and legislative activity have played a role in the lristorical analysis of corporal
punishment in the schools.
Corporal punishment is widely used and supported in the schools of the South and
Southwestern regions of the U.S. There is a trend to brirg back corporal punishment
in the schools since eight states have recently changed their laws or implemented new
ones to allow its use in the past seven years.
Studies have shown there is a positive association between psychological distress
and depression when adolescents experience corporal punishment by their parents.
When children and adolescent are corporally punished by their parents there is an
increased risk of depressive symptoms, alcohol use, suicidal thoughts and wife
beating later in life. Adolescents who are corporally punished, even at a low level,
experience psychological distress.
American public school students, parents, teachers, principals and superintendents
are facing complex issues. Discipline in the schools has been the number one
concern between 1970-1995. Lack of respect and verbal abuse of teachers is a
concern for the public schools.
Gaps in the literature are in the areas of looking at historical trends and social,
l5
political and economic forces that influence corporal punishment in the schools, the
etioloSry of children's issues when corporal punishment is used for external behaviors
displayed at school and the effectiveness of corporal prrnishment on students. This
historical research study will analyze these areas.
16
Chapter Three - Mettrodology
Introduction
The conceptual frarnework for this thesis incorporates the historical review of
corporal punishment in American public schools and is embedded in the research
questions listed below. Historical research will be defined and described in order to
acquaint the reader with the model for this shrdy,
This chapter includes the following sections: the research questions, definition
of historical researc[ research design, subjects, procedure, data analysis and
stenglhs and limitations of historical research.
Thesis Ressarch Questions
The study's research questions ilre: 1.) What are the historical economic,
political and social trends and forces that are potentially related to corporal
pnnishment? 2.) Considering the trends and forces posed in research question
number one, what were children's behavioral expressions to which corporal
pmislunent was designed to respond? 3). Considering the etiology of children,s
behaviors to which corporal punishment responded, to what degree has corporal
punishment been effective?
Historical research addresses the meaning of events by attempting to reconstruct
the past, often in relation to a hlpothesis. (Leedy, 1993). Historical research is a
methodology pertaining to past events and is used as a means for establishing facts
t7
and arriving at judgements based on past events. (Shafer, R.J., 1969).
Historical research looks at current and past events and seeks to unravel the
changes of human life with the hopes of adding rationality and meaning to the
whole. It is not just the accumulation of facts, but the interpretation of the facts.
(Leedy, 1993).
The analysis of historical events looks for patterns of actions or events and seeks
to support a logical explanation for their occrurence. Leedy (1993) describes
historical research as a study of cause and effect that make facts in history
meaningful.
Desiglr
The research design selected uses written records, accounts and studies of past
happenings and events. The design will look for events and patterns of action and
will seek a logical explanation for them using primary and secondary data.
P.i*ary data is the original source such as congressional records or legislative
documents. Secondary data includes, but may not be limited to, research studies,
books and professional journals. History will be reconstnrcted in such a manner
using primary and secondary data to reflect the
social forces operating on the individual, establish trends and patterns, analyze
children's issues and etiology of children's behavior expressions and evaluate
effectiveness of corporal punishment in American public schools.
l8
Subjects
Using primary and secondary datq the study will look at students in American
public schools who have or may be subjected to corporat punishment \{rith the age
range of 5-18. The study will use the historical research method in order to study the
research questions posed and will not be using human subjects. procedures for
protection of human subjects \\rill not be necessary.
Procedure
Pti*a.y data collection sources for the research include, the University of
Minnesota social welfare archives, the Education lndet the Social Sciences Index,
the Law Index, the New York Times lndex, the 19ft Century Reader,s Guide and
Encyclopedia of Education Research.
Secondary data sources include research studies, books, professional journals and
conference proceedings. These items were searched to reconstruct events in the past.
Data search systems in the library used are: Silver Platter, Cinall, psychological
Abstracts, Firstsearch and Social Work Abstacts. These searches produced books,
studies, dissertations and professional journal articles. Secondary data uras also
collected from the sources mentioned for primary data collection.
Data Analysis
The design for analysis of the study includes a review of the selected time
periods and how they influenced behaviors of students, trends, support and
application of corporal pnnishment in American public schools. This examination
l9
will reveal the factors and social forces involved regarding the use of corporal
punishment on students.
The data will be separated into categories to allow for a chronological order of the
data. The data urill be separated into time periods as follows: 1.) 1900-1925;2.)
1926-1950; 3.)1951-I975; 4.)1976-t997. Placing the data in chronological order
will provide for a time-line and grre a pictrue of historical development. (Shaeffer,
re77).
Arrangement of a chronological time scale will allow for the image of corporal
punishment in the public school and provide insight into the research questions and
social factors which inlluenced trends regarding use of corporal punishment with
students.
The issue of corporal punishment in the public schools will be analyzed and
interpreted according to the research questions asked using the conceptual frarnework
of this thesis. To aid in the analysis of the research, internal and external criticism
will be used with regard to the data. External criticism determines whether the
document is genuine. Internal criticism looks at the meaning of the document.
(Leedy, 1993).
SEengths and Limitations of Historical Research
Historical research can show the effects that certain events have upon individuals
and the environment in which they live. (Leedy, 1993). The strength of this study
will lie in the interpretation of events and how the lives of individuals may be
20
changed by social forces in their society. By studying a chain of events, the cause
and effect of the history of corporal punishment in American public schools witl lend
insight into the influence of social forces upon students.
A historical researcher does not have the opportunity of the quantitative or
qualitative researcher to generate their own research with fresh data. A limitation of
a historical study may result due to the inferences and interpretations which will
occur when using documents, books and sfudies conducted by another researcher.
Summary
This chapter explained the historical research methodology for studying corporal
punishment in the American public schools using the research questions previously
outlined.
The next section \{dtl use primary and secondary material to analyze historical
frends regarding corporal punishment in American public schools, to study children's
issues and how they are related to trends in history, analyze the etiology of dfficult
behavioral expressions by contemporary children in school settings and determine if
corporal punishment responds effectively to difficult expressions of contemporary
children in school seftings.
2t
Chapter Four - Findings
The purpose of this section is to present the findiogs of three research questions
using primary and secondary data. The research questions will be addressed using
the following chronological order: 1). 1900- tg25; 2). tg26-1g50; 3). 1g51-1g75;
4)'1976-1997. Findings will be presented within the chronological time frame for
each research question.
1900- 1925
Economic and Political Conditions
Economic and political conditions for many children and families in the early
1900's was difficult. Foreman (1906), a medical doctor in Washington, D.C.,
speculated one-fourth of the total population moved along the poverty line. Foreman
described many families he worked with and their conditions of poverty. In his
discussion of 20 different fa:nilies, he described many cases of undernourishment for
children and families without enough to eat. Food for the 20 families consisted of
bread, meat, potatoes, coffee and tea. After the rent and food were bough! hardly
anything was teft for clothing, furniture, fuel or insurance. Foreman stated he could
not generalize the twenty families he worked with to other 1arge cities, but he
speculated the same conditions he witressed was widespread in other pafts of the
counfiy. He believed millions of families in America were very poor and lived
22
"hand to mouth."
Studies done on families in the early 1900's were rare. However, in studying
500 Chicago families applying for assistance in 1906, The Chicago Relief and Aid
Society found 121 women in those families widowed. The average number in the
family was five and the average income was less than $3 a week. Many of the
dwellings were described as unsanitary. (Kingsley, 1906).
Unemployment for the United States was a problem in lg15. One investigation
by Seager (1915) a professor at Columbia University, found 400,000 nnemployed
people in New York. Since New York contained one-twentieth of the American
population, he speculated that unemployment was widespread throughout the
county. Statistics published by the Encyclopedia of Social Work from the U.S.
Departrnent of HealtL Education and Welfare stated 3,840,000 people were
unemployed in 1915 for an unemployment rate af 9.7vr.
Child labor was a concern in the early 1900's and many children had to work for
economic reasons. Exact numbers of chilfuen in the labor force are unknown,
however, the government began collecting statistics for labor force participation
starting at the age of 14 in 1890. (Encyclopedia of Social Worlq 1965). Hours
worked at the factory were long. Weller (1912), the secretary of Associated
Charities in Pittsbrugh, claimed factories were threatening American fa:rrilies by
taking away not only the adult men, but children and sometimes mothers who worked
away from home 12 hours a day.
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In the early lg00's many children were in the laborforce. Adams (1903)
describes the issue of child labor and its widespread use. She quotes statistics in
Chicago of 11,000 children who were not enrolled in school due to being in the
workforce, usually io factories. She believed early enty into the workforce caused
restlessness between boys and greatly afiFected them in a negative manner into
adulthood' Adams believed child labor caused alcoholism, pauperism and tramping.
In 1900 a vast majority of males were in the worldorce compared to women.
Eishty five percent of males 14 years of age and older were in the labor force,
compared to 18% of women. Littte change occtured over a 20 period. By the year
1920, the rates for men lryere almost the sam e, }4o/owere in the labor force compared
to 22To for women. Unemployment in 1900 was low at So/a,by the year lgl5 it had
increased to 9o/o and,then lowered again to 4Yoin 1925" (Encyclopedia of social
Worh 1965).
After World War I ended in 1917, the economy entered a recession until lgzz.
The economy did enter a period of growtll however, splrrred on by the desire to be
"modem." The fast-paced life was nicknamed the Roaring Twenties. The 1g20,s
marked the point at which the united States began to develop into the modern society
it is today. Modern conveniences such as the automobile, telephone, radio and
washing machine were available for those who could affiord to buy them. people
moved from farms to cities in record numbers. The United States Census reported
that, for the frst time, the majority of Americans lived in urban areas. By 1920, the
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census count was 105,7 10,620 Americans living in the United States with 5 I % of
them living in urban America, (The World Book Encyclopedi4 lggl; Encyclopedia
of the lJnited States, l 996).
Despite the growth and apparent strength in the economy dgring the 1920,s, only
one segment of the economy prospered, the manufacturing indusfiy. The distribution
of wealth grew loop-sided. Business executives grew rich and fanners and laborers
became worse offthen before World War I. (The World Book Encyclopedia, l99I).
Sqcial Conditions
Social conditions in the early 1900's was difficult and families faced a variety of
hardships. Seager (1915) a professor at Columbia Universrt5r, claims thousands of
families were "reduced to destitution, desperation and final dependency of public or
private charity." (Seager, 1915, p.a93). In a two-month investigation of numbers
from the Federal Department of Labor, Seager found 442,000 unemployed in New
York City.
Carstens (1909) the director of the Massachusetts Society for the prevention of
Cruelty to Children, describes non-firnctioning and unstable homes consisting of
. 
alcoholism, desertion by the hushands, abandoned children and unemployment.
Statistics published by the Encyclopedia of Social Work in 1965, give insight into
the social conditions of tife from 1900- 1925. The average length of life in 1900 was
very low, 47 yews for the white population and 33 years for nonwhite population.
By I925, the average length of life had increased to 59 years for the white population
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and 45 years for the nonwhite population. Infant mortality rates were substantial, 99
infant deaths per 1,000 birttrs for the white population in 1gl5 and 181 infant deaths
per 1,000 bffis for the nonwhite population. By 1gzs,the number of infant deaths
was somewhat decreasing. Seventy one infant deaths per 1,000 births for the white
population and 110 infant deaths per 1,000 births for the nonwhite population.
Vast social changes occtured after World War I. Women were given the right to
vote in 1919. Major social issues were being brought to attention by the race riot in
1919 and the steelworkers'strike that same year. Race issues persisted as the first
national convention of the Ku Klux Klan took place in 1925.
The I Ise of Corooral prurishment
Cruelty to children and corporal pwrishment in the schools appears to be
widespread from 1900- 1925 and seems to be related to the harsh conditions socially,
politically and economically. Great numbers of people lived in poverty. Many people
did not have adequate food and housing, child labor was a problem and many
children lived in adverse situations.
Ryan (1994) claims frequent and harsh punishment was characteristic of nineteenth
cenfury schools and acceptance of corporal punishment was prevalent. In an early
article, Barnes (1898) claimed the United States has a national dependence on
discomfort and physical pain as a way to control evil ways. He believed corporal
punishment was used on children as a means of social control. Ryan (1g94) states
frequent and harsh punishment was characteristic of nineteenth century schools and
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acceptance of corporal punishment was widespread.
Corporal punishment was legal to use in all states from 1900-T925, except New
Jersey who becalne the first state to abolish corporal punishment in the public
schools in 1867. New Jersey's action did not seem to induce similar legislation in
other states. The next state to abolish corporal punishment in the public school was
Massachusetts n 1,972.
Despite the apparent high use of corporal punishment in the schools, legal
principles governing corporal pnnishment were often questioned. The first
documented law case regarding corporal punishment vvas recorded in 180? when a
student was whipped for not completing school work. After the student was
whippe{ the student stabbed the teacher in the shoulder and thigh with a knife.
(Lehmarl 1934). In the 1800's there were 40 documented law cases regarding
corporal punishment and the schools. From 1900-1920 there were 14 documented
law cases involving corporal punishment. (Lehmarq 1934).
It appears as if there is a link to the high usage of corporal punishment from
1900-1925 and the difficult economic and social conditions facing many families.
Corporal punishment seems to have been an acceptable method of discipline used ir
the school and supported by society.
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1926:1.950
Economic and Political Conditions
Economic conditions and poverty issues continued following the stock market
crash of 1929 and were effected by the depression years. The depression years are
difficult to determine because of the lasting impact it had on the United States for
many years. However, the depression is generally thought of as the years between
1929-1934. During the depression, millions of workers lost their jobs and large
numbers of farmers abandoned their fa:rns. Poverty swept through the nation on a
scale never experienced before.
Labor force statistics for males did not change much over the previous 25 years.
Changes for females in the workforce, however, were greatly changing. ln the year
1950, 83o of males were in the worldorce and 32o/o of females. Due to the
depression, unemployment rates were significant between the years 1930-1940. In
1933, 24Vo of the labor force was unemployed. (Encyclopedia of Social Worh
1e65).
In 1932, Reverend Silver of Clevelan{ Ohio wrote an article about the crisis in
social work during the depression. He discussed how thousands of people had
inadequate foo{ clothing and lived in overcrowded living conditions. He claims
America was in an incredihle economic collapse.
Silver states how the budget for the public health deparfrnent was reduced by 50%
and describes the field of social work as suffering due to severe budget cuts. He
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states how the payroll of the counny had declined by a0% and that public and private
charity could not cope with the sinrafion.
Conditions for people economically in the 1940's did not appear to improve.
Learned (L942) a principal in California claims the ever increasing mobility of the
population resulted from the economic and sociatr disturbmces of the decade. He
claims transiency is very difficult for children to have any tlpe of consistent fiaining
in school. Irurin (1943), a teacher in New Yorh describes devastating conditions
near her school. She describes "the slums of a large city" and adolescents being
raised in a gangster confiolled environment.
Social Conditions
Social conditions and effects on children based on the environment in which they
lived was beginning to be questioned. Schumacher ( 1927) discusses the social
conditions that efflect the environmental conflicts in the family and the social life of
children. He described how the great progress in indusfiry and urbanieation, and the
aftermath of the Great War had changed the status of the family. He claims the
child's conflicts are due to the social activity of the changing viewpoints onmarriage,
sex and divorce. He states these topics and their discussion are having an effect on
the present generation of children.
Silver (1932) a reverend, discusses social changes and the effect they have on
social problems. "The world in which the social worker moves is targely a world of
deprivation and sadness. The harshness of life is there, the stunted grourths, the
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tangled lives, the unsightry things." (sitver, rg3z,p. 53).
social conditions, as far as the life span of people in the united states had
improved over the previous 25 years. In 1930 the estimated length of life in years
was 59 years for the white population and 48 years for the nonwhite population. By
1950' the gap between the white population and nonwhite population for estimated
length of life had narrowed. sixty eight years for the white population and 60 years
for the nonwhite population. (Encycropedia of sociar worh 1965).
Infant mortality rates had improved over the past 25 years from to 60 infant deaths
per 1'000 live births for the white population and gg infant deaths per 1000 live
births for the nonwhite population in 1930. By lg50 the rate had improved ta 26
infant deaths per 1,000 births for the white population and 44 infant deaths per 1,000
births for the nonwhite population. (Encyclopedia of Social Worh 1g6s).
Marriage and divorce rates for the years 1920-1950 adds to the perception of the
inner nature of social conditions during this time. Little change for marriage rates
occtrrred during this time frarne. of the female population, glyoover the age of 15
was married in 1920' By the year 1950, the number had not changed. Divorce rates
remained stable, about eight women per 1,000 ma:riages were divorced and by the
year 1950, 10 women per 1,000 marriages were divorced. (Encyclopedia of Social
Worh 196s).
Starring in 1940, statistics for illegitimate live births were collected. They add
and give insight into the social conditions and changes in the years 1940- 1950.
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Starting in 1940, 19 iflegitimate live births were recorded per 1,000 gnmarried
females compared to 168 illegitimate live births per 1,000 for the nonwhite
population. Within 10 years, numbers for the white population decreased by 8% and
increased by l}Yo for the nonwhite population. (Encyclopedia of Social Work,
1e65).
corporal 
. 
Puni shment in Americarr public s chool s
Economic, social and political conditions remained diffrcult during the years
T926'1950, with slight improvement in the areas of life span and infantmortality
rates- The depression era took a large toll on the American people in atl areas of life
and corporal punishment in American Schools continued. New Jersey remained the
only state to ban its use.
In the late 1920's and into the 1930's, articles began addressing the issue of
corporal punishment in American public schools. Barnhart (1929) a principal in
Virginia advocated for other measures when dealing with discipline problems with
students. He suggested that corporal pwrishment only be used as last resort. Dexter,
a visiting teacher in Newarlg New Jersey describes children as "a confirsed little
human being blindly seeking some sort of security in a strange world." (Dexter,
1929; p. aa3) She claims the security the child is seeking is often pgnished in the
public school by humiliation with the usual disciplinary method of maintaining a
repressive order in the classroom and the use of corporal punishment.
In 1930, Lloyd a superintendent of puhlic schools in St. Louis, Missouri, stated
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that corporal punishment used on students was demoralizing. She believed hitting a
student was treating them tike an animal, not a human being. However, Lloyd felt
that sometimes corporal punishment may have to be used "due to nafipe of things"
but only as a last resort.
Bolmeier (1933) a graduate student in Chicago, felt discipline in the school was
difficult to handle for teachers, therefore, many teachers would resort to corporal
punishment. He raises the issue of litigation for teachers even though the teacher
had authority over the child and stood in loco parentig which means the teacher, like
the parent, has the authority and duty to correct the child whenever recessary.
Corporal punishment remained legal in all states ia the lg40's, except for New
Jersey. AII states had laws in the 1940's forbidding cruelty to childrerq however,
corporal punishment in the schools remained strong. Of the 25 cases brought before
the law regarding corporal prurishment in the schools, two-thirds of these cases found
teachers not liable for their actions. INEA Research Division, 1944).
195 1- 1975
Economic and Political Conditions
Economic conditions for the American people seemed to be improving in the
1950's and 1960's. The unemployment rate in 1950 was 5.0% and remained stable
into the 1960's with 5.7o/ounemployment rate in 1963. The predominarrce of males
in the labor force continued to decline. In 1966,7lYoof males participated in the
workforce compared to 37Yo for women. ln a short eight years, women increased
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their palticipation in the workforce to 45olo in 1974 and nrrmbers for males remained
about the same at78o/o. (Encyclopedia of Social Worh lg77).
During the 1960's and 1970's, the number of poor people decreased sharply. From
1960 to 1974, the number of persons living in poverty dropped from 40 million to 24
million- The decline in poverty occurred in the 1960's during a period of sustained
economic expansion of the labor markets. (Encyclopedia of Social Worh Lg77).
Due to the harsh conditions leading up to the year 1950, Aid to Farrrilies with
Dependent Children (AFDC) was started as a public assistance program for families
with limited income. Number of recipients continued to S'ow for the AFDC program
in the 1950's and 1960's. By the year 1963, AFDC recipients had increased by S1yo.
(Social Work Encyclopedi4 1965).
Sopial Conditions
Social conditions for length of life and infant mortality continued to improve. By
1961 the average length of tife for the white population was T 1 years and 64 years for
the nonwhite population. Average length of life increased slightly * the next 12
years, 72 yeats for the white population and 65 years for the nonwhite population.
(Encyclopedia of Social Worh L977).
lnfant monality continued to improve, however, disparity still existed for the
white and nonwhite population. In 1960 there were 22 infant deaths per 1,000 live
births for the white population, compared to 43 infant deaths per live births for the
nonwhite population. (Encyclopedia of Social Work, lg77).
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Social changes started to occur in fanflies at a significant rate around the early
1960's. Marriage rates started to decline, divorce rates increased and illegitimate
births were increasing at a fast pace. Many families were on AFDC by the year 1963
compared to 1950 when it was started. More children were recipients of AFDC than
any other time. (Encyclopedia of Social Worh 1965).
C orporal Puni shment in Amerisan Public.-S chool s
As economic and social changes began to take place from 1951-1975, so did
opinions regarding corporal punishment in the schools. Beginning in the 1950's, the
issue of corporal punishment in American public sshools gained in awareness for the
American population. Studies were starting to be done regarding support and non-
support for corporal punishment and its use on students. Articles and books
expressing opinion for or against corporal punishment were more predominant than
in the previous fifty years. Opinions for and against corporal punishment and its use
in the schools was varied.
In one study conducted in 1954 by the National Foundation for Educational
Research they surueye d 724 teachers in all types of public schools. The study
concluded that S9o/o agreed that co{poral punishment should be used as a last resort,
however,'l7Vo were strongly in favor of its use with discretion. Only 5% thought
corporal punishment should be abandoned. Those in favor of its abolition were
mainly women.
Support for corporal punishment in American public schools continued in the
L
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1950's. A nationwide sampling of school superintendents by The Nations Schools,
fonnd 72yo of superintendents in favor of corporal punishment for students. Ooly
l3yo of those fllrveyed said teachers are not permitted to use corporal punishment
under any circumstances.
In 1957 a suvey conducted by the San Diego City Schools found three out of
every four primary teachers in favor of corporal punishment and half of the junior
ltrgh teachers in favor of corporal punishment. A similar study done in the San
Francisco rrnified school district found s}yoof teachers wanted the right to
administer corporal punishment to students. (California Teachers Associatiorq 1957).
The use of corporal punishment on students continued into the 1960's, however,
some decrease in support for the use corporal punishment in the school was evident.
A survey conducted by the National Education Association in 1960 found 69To of
elementary teachers in favor of corporal punishment and, T4Yoof secondar,v teachers
favored the use of corporal punishment. A larger proportion of male teachers (75%)
than female teachers (69%) approved of corporal punishment. In 1963, two
professors sun/eyed 603 teachers in California regarding whether students should be
paddled. Fifty four percent agreed with it. (Lerner and Heyer, 1963).
A slight change in teachers opinions regardrng the use of corporal prurishment on
students started occurring a-round the late 1960's. The National Education
Association in 1969 repeated the nationwide sample survey they gave on corporal
punishment in 1960. They concluded that 65yoof teachers in the elementary schools
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favored corporal punishment in 1969 as compared to 1g%oin 1960. For secondary
schools,66o/ofavored corporal punishment in 1969 compared to 74o/oin 1960.
Support for corporal punishment continued into the early 1970's. An opinion po1l
conducted by The Nation's Schools in Lg7L, sampled 13,000 school administrators in
50 states with a62o/oresponse rate. The majority of respondents (64%) felt corporal
punishment is an effective disciplinary instmment.
Garber (1954) points out thatthe American legal system has consistently upheld
corporal punisfunent in the schools. He cites a recent Ohio case where a I l -year-old
b*y had been paddled for "fibbing." He was given 15 swats and was unable to return
to school for five days. The court upheld that the teacher may use corporal
purishment with impurity provided the teacher acts in good faith and the punishment
does not produce a permanent injury.
Opinions may have begun to vary regarding corporal punishment in the schools,
however, legal opinion and legislation remained the same for a very long time. In
L972, Massachusetts became the second state to ban corporal punishment in the
schools after a long 105 year span when New Jersey becarne the fust state to ban
corporal punishment in 1867. In 1973, Maryland became the thfud state to ban
corporal punishment in the schools.
Around the late 1970's, awareness around the issue that discipline, suspension
from school and the use of corporal punishment being dispensed along racial lines
started to be discussed. Task forces in many states were set up in several schools to
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address the issue of discriminatrng against black children in regards to the use of
corporal prrnishment. In some of the larger states, such as Texas and Catifomia,
teachers were required to submit written reports of every disciptinary action taken in
their classroom. These reports were then given to the task force committee to assess
the kinds of problems occurring with students. (American School Board, Ig?5).
Little change occlured regarding abandonment of corporal punishment in the
schools over the past 75 years. As of 1973, corporal punishment was banned in three
states, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Maryland and Washington, D.C. In the remaining
47 states permitting its use, all laws regarding corporal punishment in the schools use
the term "reasonable punishment" when describing how it should be used on
students. (Pallas, 1973).
Ig76-t.g'l
Economic and Political Conditions
The economy began to recover in the mid-19?0's when the recession ended,
however, inflation began to rise sharply in the late 1970's. tncreasing foreign
competition and automation created dfficulties for u.S. industrial workers in the
early part of the 1980's. Manyjobs were lost and many U.S. factories closed and
opened plants abroad where labor costs were lower. Hard times struck the farmers in
the 1980's and many of them hadto sell their farms. (Encyctopedia of the IJnited
states, 1996; The world Book Encyclopedia, lggt).
ln several states the rich became richer and the poor became poorer between l9T9
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and the mid-1980's- During the recession the incomes of the lowest ea:ning families
dropped and famities with the highest incomes increased substantially. The highest
household incomes per capita are in the Northeast region of the United States and the
lowest household incomes are in the South. For exa:nple, in lgSg the median
household income in Connecticut was $42,000 per year compared to $20,000 per
year in Mississippi. (social work Almanac, 1995).
The economy began to recover in the mid-1970's when the recession ended
however, inflation rose again sharply in the late l970's. By the early l9g0,s,
Americiurs experienced the highest unemployment rate since 1g41. In 1gg3, the
unemployment rate was !}yo, by 1994 it had dropped to 6To. (The World Book
Encyclopedia, lgg l).
Ma"y Americans continue to live in poverty , ISyoof all Americans were below
the definition for poverty in 1989. Some racial and ethnic groups are experiencing
major income discrepancies. Among Aftican American families , Zgyocan be
classified as poor by government standards. (Social Work Almanac, 1995).
Labor force statistics in the 1990's continued to increase and change. In 1993,
there were 127 million workers in the national labor force. An increase of ZIo4 since
1979. Since 1992, women have compris ed. 45Yo of the labor force.
Many workers who are employed futl-time may still be at or nea.r the poverty line.
A large segment of children in America live in poverty and it is steadily increasing.
In 1979, 4lo/, of A-ftican American children lived in poverty, llo/oof white children
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and 28% of Hispanic children. In a short ll years, the numbers increased. tn lggl,
45yo of African American children lived in poverty , 16%r of white children and 40%
of Hispanic children. (Social Work Almanac, 1995).
Social Conditions
The largest social change for children in the past g0 years has been the change in
family structure. A large percentage of the population in the early 1900's \Mas
married, 92yo. OnIy 1% of the American population was divorced. These numbers
changed considerably by the time the 1990's came about. Ir 1992 ,63o6of men were
ma:ried 26yo were singte and TYo were divorced. For women the percentages were
slightly smaller, 59yo of women were married, l9o/owere single and g% were
divorced. (social Work Almanac, 1995).
Many children in the lg90's are living with one parent. In 1990 , 24o/o of children
are living with a divorced parent, a never married parent, a separated parent or a
widowed parent. Over hatf of all children (57o/o), live in a ma:ried home with both
biological parents and ll% of children live in a married step family. About 4Yo of
children live in a different type of family and 1% live with married adoptive parents.
(Social Work Atnanac, 1995).
Life expectancy is an important indicator of social conditions in a society.
Americans in the 1990's are living much longer than at any other time. By 1990, the
average length of life forwhite males is72 years of age and the average length of life
for white females is 79 years of age. The gap in average length of life for non-white
..
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raees has narrowed considerably since the early 1900's, however, some gap still
remains. The average length of life fornon-white males in lgg0 is 6T years of age
and for non-white females it is 75 years of age. (Social Work Almanac, 1995).
The population of the United States has grown drarnatically since 1900. By the
year 1950, the United States increased by 100 mitlion people. In 1900 there were 76
million people in America. By 1992, the United Stares had grown to 255 million
people. The United States population is aging, 12 percent of people are age 65 or
older. The largest number of older people over 65 and the targest number of young
people live in the South.
American school teachers and parents continue to feel that the public school has
difficulty controlting students. In Ig77, the annual Gallop Poll asked parents to
select the major problems in American public schools. Parents chose lack of
discipline as the nunber one problem. The issue of segregation, integration and
busing was marked as second. (Today's Education, t g77). The rationale most
frequently offered regardiog using corporal punishment in the classroom is to
maintain discipline. (Hymaru et. al. Lg77,welsh, lgzg).
In the 1980's, disciptine in the schools continued to be a conoern. Of 339 teachers
responding to a survey in 1988 about concerns in their school, Bgo/opolled stated
discipline in the classroom as the biggest concern. (Brown and payne, lg6g).
Support for corporal punishment in the public schools remained strong from 19176-
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L997 - However, with the increase in research, published information and general
knowledge of corporat punishment, opinions were strongly varied. In 1977, the
American Federation of Teachers introduced a brief to the supreme court in favor of
corporal punishment. Whereas, The National Education Association entered a brief
opposing corporal punishment. (Mahon, lg77),
Studies done in the 1980's found continued support for corporal punishment in the
schools. In 1984, Rose surveyed324 principals in 18 randomly selected states. The
results suggested widespread use of corporal punishment with students at every grade
level in the states responding to the survey. The results found that T4o/oof principals
responding to the survey, used corporal punishrnent with their students. Principals
found corporal prurishment to be effective (83%) and viewed corporal purishment as
an effective way to show support of their teachers. Webster and Wood in 1988 found
that 77o/o of teachers and 60y" of parents continue to suppoft corporal punishment in
the schools.
ln the 1990's studies began exploring the reasons why there is support for corporal
punishment other than to maintain classroom control. Grasmich et. al (1992) found
that low economic status and religion have some effect on support for corporal
punishment in the schools. In their study, 330 face to face interuiews were conducted
which included parents of school children. They were asked whether they supported
corporal punishment in the schools and information about their socioeconomic status
and religious affiliation v/as collected. The study found that people with the lowest
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socioeconomic status have the highest support for corporal punishment" Retigion
was found to be a significant determinant for support of corporal punishment in the
school.
From 1977-1992 there was a large trend to ban co{poral punishment in the public
schools. By L976, three states forbade the use of corporal punishment in the schools
and hy 1992,24 more states had abolished co{poral punishment in the schools.
(Hyman, 1995). However, beginning in 1992, corporal punishment was returning to
the public school.
From 1992 to 1997, eight states (Virginia, Alabam4 Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois,
Idaho, Florida and Georgia) changed their laws to allow corporal punishment back
into the schools or changed laws to protect teachers who use it. Four states, Virginia
Ohio, Illinois and Idaho, where corporal punishment was once banned, changed state
laws to allow corporal punishment back into the schools. Alabama, Florida,
Kentucky and Georgia changed their laws to protect teachers and administrators who
use corporal punishment in the public school. (Chmelynski, 1996; Evans and
RichardsorL 1995).
In 1993, The Departrnent of Education ranked the following 10 states as leaders in
reported paddlings in the school (Richardson, et. al,, 1994):
1. Mississippi
2. Arkansas
3. Alalrilrna
4. Tenilessee
5. Texas
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6. Georgia
7. Louisiana
8. Oklahoma
9. South Carolina
10. Kentucky
There is a link between the use of corporal punishment in the pubtic school and
the low socioeconomic status of families. Of the l0 states listed above, the states
with the highest rates of corporal punishment in the schools have the highest
combined rate of poverty (18%) than any other region in the United States.
Mississippi has the highest rate of povety at 25yo. (The Digest for Educational
Statistics, on-line).
Statistics on corporal punishment were not reportable to the govemment level
until 1984 whenthe Departrnent of Education, Office for Civil Rights required public
schools to submit how often children were corporally prxrished at school. These
reports were required every two years. In 19S4, over 56,000 students received
corporal punishment in the public school at least once. Of those 56,000 students,
80% were male and 20% were female. White students comprised 53% of the total
nnmber who were corporally,3TYo students were black and B% of the students were
hispanic- However, it should be noted that there were almost three times as many
white students in the public schools in 1984 than black students. Statistically, black
sfudents received more corporal punishment. These results suggest racial and gender
bias in terms of who is being hit.
Numbers from the Office of Civil Rights in 1986 found a decrease in the number
:
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of children receiving corporal punishment, down to 42,770 students. The Office of
Civil Rights numbers is problematic because they represent only the number of
sfudents hit, not how many times each student experienced corporal prurishment. It is
interesting to note even where corporal punishment is illegal, it still occgrs. For
example, in the 1986 sample for New Jersey where corporal punishment has been
banned for over 100 years, I I cases of corporal punishment was reported.
Washington, D.C. reported 152 cases even though corporal punishment is illegal in
their state. Thirteen states who have banned corporal purishment in their schools,
reported using it in 1986. In 1992, the Office of Civil Rights sarnpled 843 school
districts,g}yo of them administered corporal punishment in their school. The Office
of Civil Rights in 1993 abandoned collecting statistics on corporal pgnishment in the
schools due to policy changes and political considerations by the changing of federal
administrations.
Researph Question Number 
-One, What Were Children's BQhavioral Expres$ions to
which Corporal Punishment was Designed to Respond
Children faced a lot of difficult situations from 1900-lgl5. Issues such as,
destitutiotl, povertlr, health problems, malnutrition and child labor. The average
length of life, especially for nonwhites was extremely low at 33 years, infant
mortality was hlgh and unemployment, alcoholism and women raising their children
was a concern. Truancy from school and children being labeled 'Juvenile
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delinquents" was corrrmon.
Nibecker (1901) the superintendent for the House of Refuge in Pennsylvaniq
conducted a study with one hundred pupils to establish the mental capacity of what
he describes as 'Juvenile delinquents." Nibecker interviewed the pupils upon
entrance into the institution, analyzed the report taken by the visiting agent at the
boy's home at the time of commifinent, looked at their current school record and then
looked at their school record a year later. The average age of the pupils was 13.
Nibecker found 63 students were not progressing well in school upon entrance to the
institution, by the end of the year this number had dropped to 35. Nibecker
concluded that a child who is raised in degradiog conditions will eventually change
the character of their mind.
Robinson (1902) discussed delinquent children stating th*y cannot be held
responsible for their offences. He described destitute children as "wild companions
of the steet" due to their environment and conditions of life. He states that almost
all children who vvere committed to reformatories were poor and dealt with
circumstances beyond their control.
Carstens (1909), the director of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Childreq states neglected homes are the foundation for juvenile crime.
Carstens examined 6,180 children whose lives were brought to the attention of the
agency within the past year. One third, or 1 ,966 cases required court action.
Many children were forced to work in factories and continued to be employed in
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them into adulthood. Adams (1903) felt child labor and factories were causing the
"pauperization of society," which she describes as children being educated in public
schools and then sent to the factories where th*y are broken down physically and
emotionally.
Children not attending school was a problem. O'Reilly (1909), a trustee of the
Children's Departnent of Boston, describes tnrancy as a symptom of deep-seated
ffouble' She claims the majority of truants are children of immigrants who often live
in exfieme poverty, suffer from malnutrition and live in unsanitary homes. When she
looked at 100 family histories, she found one-fifth came from "pauper farnilies; in
one-third father and mother was dead; in more than one-half father or mother was
intemperate." (O'ReilIy, 1909; p" 54). Out of 100 families she analyzed\ZS%of the
children had been boarded out or indentured.
Some families faced arduous sifuations in life. In 1915, Mudgett the Supervisor
of Field Work at the Universrty of Minnesota discusses eight case studies. In each of
the eight cases, all individuals lived in poverty and suffered from severe health issues
such as tuberculosis, encephalitis, alcoholism and heart diseases just 1s seme a few.
One I I -year-old child lived in a household of I I in one room lryas described as a
"little beggar." [n one family the house was described as "dhty and unaired, the
children's health neglected, and the three-week-old baby cried constantly."
(Mudgett, 1915; p.281). One family of 12 was living in a tar-papered shack, five of
the 10 boys were working and one boy had been involved with juvegitE co111t. In the
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eight cases describe4 all lived in poverty and at Ieast one or more children in each of
the families had displayed some external behaviors such as begging, stealing,
problems at school or involvement with juvenile court. In one case a l4-year-old
girl had gone on a '*drunken joy-ride after running away from home." (Mudgett,
1915; p' 283)- One l5-year-old girt was punished by her mother for curting school to
attend the movies with a boy. tn all cases the word 'Juvenile delinquent', was used
for some children in the family.
Taft (1920), the Director of Child Study discusses social case work with children.
He describes the public schools as a place where every ffie of problem with children
is encountered. Taft characterizes some children as having truant and troubliog
behaviors. He uses the tenns, "bad boyl' and "gang member." Taft states that
punishment and coercion are used to treat these children instead of using what he
calls, "reeducation." He feels the trouble with public schools is that they have too
many children who face many problems and time is limited to do appropriate case
work for children experiencing difficult issues.
Since America is such a large counfiy and primary and secondary data is limited
for 1900-1925, it is difficult to generahze this information about children,s issues for
all parts of the United States, However, the data does seem to point out that
conditions for many children were difficult and effected exteural behaviors of the
children such as difficulty at school, juvenile crime, delinquency and tnrancy. These
behaviors seem to be related to poverty and other harsh conditions such as
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malnutrition, child labor and unsanitary living conditions that many children
experienced.
Difficult behavioral expressions for children continued benveen the years L926-
1950 and again seem to be related to economic and social conditions of the society.
Schumacher (1927) a medical doctor and the director of the Child Guidance Clinic in
Cleveland, clairned most of the problems children experience is brought on by the
behavior of adults. He states that society is changing economically and socially and
chatlenges social instinrtions such as the home, church and school to help in guiding
the proper upbringing of children.
Dexter (1929) a visitrng teacher in Newark, claims a child's behavior is a reaction
to early relationships with the family. Dexter describes case studies of children she is
worked with who were labeled by their teachers as "misbehaving." These children
had experienced corporal punishment at school and other discipline measures without
a result. One boy \ ras punished at school because he wrote an essay about how he
thought about killing cats and burying them in the backyard. Upon visiting the home,
Dexter found dire conditions in every family. One mother was "pqychotic,"
screamed constantly and threw dishes at the children. In one family the father was an
alcoholic and unemployed. ln a different family the oldest child took care of the
other five children because the mother was in a hospital for the insane and the father
was never home.
In 1934 Lehman, an attorney, described the legal principles governing corporal
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punishment in public schools. He discusses actual cflses and gives insight into why
teachers use corporal punishment. Students were being paddled or "flogged" for not
studying their lessons, fighting to and from school, breaking the school rules, not
following commands and destroyrng school property. These behaviors, seem to be
linked to social, economic and political conditions that children face in their homes
and their environments. Poverty and other adverse conditions, which have been
described using the data seems to be a factor in children's behavior at school.
MacColl (1938) describes how a child raised in a "barbarous" environment will
foster a brutal temper. MacColl believed relief from economic stress may become a
cure for the growing nurnbers of children who are suffering intellectually and morally
from distractions in their environment.
Lawson (1942) in discussing arecent study done by E. K. Wickman, a
psychologist, gave teachers and parents 50 possible offenses caused by children and
then asked the respondents to rank them in order of seriousness. The study found
that parents and teachers were inclined to attach most importance to those things
which violate the ftaditions of society and create annoyances in the home or school.
The study claimed that parents and teachers are greatly concerned about sush things
as lying, cheating, masturbation and stealiog. Lawson, a psychologist, believed these
behaviorsto be normal in young children.
There se&ms to be a relationship between children displaying difficult behaviordl
expressions and the use of corporal punishment as a way to conffol their behavior dtrd
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maintain order in the classroom. There is evidence to support that teachers and
principals continued to support corporal punishment in the classroom during the
years 1926-1950. Although awareness of corporal punishment and its effects were
just beginning to be discussed and published, corporal punishment continued to have
support as a necessary mea^Irs of controlling students who misbehave in the
classroom.
The many issues that students are forced to deal with and the issue of corporal
purishment and its use in the school was gaining momentum as far as information
being published and increased awareness of these concems. Students in 1951-lg75
continued to have several issues to deal within their home life and many students
displayed difficult behavioral expressions at school as they did in the previous 50-75
yearc.
Shannon (1951) a school teacher in California described a sizable block of
students in the elementary school where he taught as coming from families that are
less forhrnate. Many of the children he taught were from families of migratory farm
laborers and he describes his students as "discriminated against, deprived of
oppornrnities, victimieed in a variety of ways, as contributing factors toward
developing in them feelings of resentnent." (Shannon, 1951, p.39). Shannon
believes corporal punishment is an effective way to control the classroom.
Garber (1954) a professor at the University of Pennsylvania describes many
students who are acting in schools with some of the sirme Qolnmon thempE other
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teachers have described for the past 50 years. Students in the 1950's were displaying
such behaviors as lying, cheating, stealing, not doing their homeworlq disrupting the
classroonr, not attending class and getting into fights on the way to and from school
or on the school grorurds. Garber discusses how schools and society are still very
much in favor of the corporal punishment in the school, hut Garber questioned its
effectiveness and believed we need to look further into the issues students are facing
and ty to help them if possible.
Increased discussion ofjuvenile delinquency was prevalent in the late 1950's.
Coolidge (1957) a teacher in California claims the teaching profession is being
blamed for contributing to juvenile delinquency by not being firm enough with the
problem children. She states there is a resurgence of thought toward increasing the
use of corporal pnnishment in the schools amongst teachers which was brought on by
pressure from the community.
Educators continued to support corporal punishment in the school into the 1960's
due to some of the behaviors displayed by the students. However, not all principals,
teachers and parents agreed. Wilson ( 1960) an educator for many years gives
descriptions of students who display problems at school. He describes some students
who swear at teachers, bully other children, don't complete their schsolworh come
to class late, fight with other students and display behaviors that have been described
in the past. He does affit that the spudents displayfulg these behaviors have come
from a"foufi backgrquqf, where force and yr*lence are a w-4J of life." ffMilson,
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1960, p. 2lB). Wilson, however, was in favor of corporal punishment in the
classroom and thought it would help students grow mentally and emotionally.
The issue of classroom control was a widely discussed topic. In the 1960's sfiong
criticisms came from parent groups and prominent critics such as George Gallup,
James Conan! Adlai Stevenson and Henry Luce regarding the lack of classroom
discipline in the schools. (Lerner and Heyer, 1963).
Teachers and principats discussed children's behaviors in the same manner they
have for the past ?5 years. ln one suruey conducted in 1975 given ta 724 teachers in
all kinds of schools, students having difficulty were described as aggressive,
extroverted and irresponsible. (The Times Educational Supplement, 1976)- Some
school children were described as "stubbortL sassy, children who do not align
themselves within the general mix of pupils and teachers in a classroom always has
been, always will be, a problem that clearly involves the policymaking purview of
school board members." (The American School Boar{ 1975, p.14).
Discipline in the pubtic schools continues to be a major concern in American
public schools. The Annuat Gallop Poll began asking the American public's opinion
about major prohlems in the pubtic schools in 1970. Since that time, lack of
dispipline has bpen lis(ed as the number one problem and use of drugs by students
hflFronsistently beep tisted second. (Digest of Educational Statistics, on-line).
{tudentmisbehavior in the classroom continues to be an issue for tgpchers and
studrats in the 1990's. The Deparfinent of Edusn+ipp W 1994 askefl teflqhBrs'
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perceptions about teaching and school conditions. Forty-four percent of teachers felt
student misbehavior in the classroom interfered with their teaching. Twenty-three
percent of teachers felt student disrespect of teachers was a serious problem in their
school. When students were asked about their afitudes about the climate of the
school they attend, 39yo claimed disruptions by other students interfered with their
learning. (Digest of Educational Statistics, on-line).
Students, in particular teens, face a variety of difficult issues in the 1990's. The
Metropolitan Life Survey in 1995 asked teachers in gradesT-12 about serious
problems with their students. A large percentage of teachers (87%) felt students lack
basic skills in the classroom, Bto/o marked teenage pregnancy as a problem, 72Vo
marked violence as a problera 73o/o marked drug use as a problem, 6lod marked
drinking alcohol as a problem, 690/o marked dropping out of school a problem and
46a/o marked carrying weaporrs to school as a problem.
Poverty is a large concem for many children at the present time, just as it has been
for the past 97 years. A research report completed in 1997 by the William T. Cnant
Fotrndation, foundzly* of the nation's children living in poverty. Over one-half of
children living in these poor families had parents working either full-time or part-
time. The study found that children tiving in poverty is detrimental to children and
can lead to specific problems such as more low-weight births, more developmental
and growth dolpys, more learning disabilities, more hospitalieations, more illnesses
and more deaths. h school, shildren living in poverty exp$fienced lowpr scores on
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school readiness tests, lower math and achievement scores, higher grade school
failure, higher high school drop-out rates and a lower percentage affending and
graduating from college. For those in poverty who reach adulthood living in a poor
family has shown a higher rate of out-of-wedlock births, less employment and more
punitive parenting and child abuse.
Research Qu-estigr..NumberJhrqe - Considering the Etiology of Child$nis Behaviors
to--Whic-h Corporal Punishment Responded lor Respondsl, to What Degree Has
Cornoral-Pudshment B een Effective.
-
There is no empirical evidence to support the effectiveness of corporal
punishment in American public school students, other than opinion and support
stating that it is. Hyman (1990) who has completed the most research on corporal
punishment and children than any other American researcher concurs. Hyman
describes the lack of empirical research regarding corporal punishment in the schools
and expresses concern about other fields of study, like experimental psychology, who
have not been successful in defining the effects of physical punishment. Hyman
states, "As one looks specifically to the issue of corporal punishment in the schools,
no research has been reported." (Hymarr, 1990, p.353). Mauer (197a) and
Bongiovanni (1979) also claim that liule research has been done regarding corporal
punishment in the schools.
A few surveys and polls regarding corporal punishment q fhe schools have been
conducted. An opinion poll given to 13,000 school adminisffatoffiin 197'\by The
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Nations Schools Journal, found 64yo claiming that corporal punishment has proved
itself to be an effective educational instnrment in assuring discipline in the school.
Other surveys have been conducted asking teachers and school administrators their
support for corporal punishment in the schools- According to the surveys, support for
corporal punishment in the schools has varied somewhat. However, support has
remained consistent forthe past 30 years. (The Nation's Schools, 1956; NEA 1961;
Lerner, 1963; Starr, 1969; NEA L970; Webster, 1988).
Throughout the past 97 years, teachers, principals, school superintendents and
parents have claimed that using corporal punishment on students is needed for
disciplinary reasons, to help maintain classroom control and is effective in reducing
and eliminating difficult behavioral expressions at school. Thus far, many articles
and opinions have heen published claiming that corporal punishment in the classroom
works, but empirical research needs to be done in order to prove it.
Corporal punishment views have varied somewhat over the years, however,
consistent support for its use in the classroom continues to prevail. Recent evidence
has shown that support for corporal punishment in the classroom is gaining
momentum and eight states have implemented it back into their schools or
sfrengthened laws to protect teachers who use corporal punishment on their students.
Summaru.-
There i+a relationship between students who live in poverty, who also display
difficult behavioral expressions and the use of corporal punishmeqt ur the school.
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Over the course of the last g7 yeus, this link is evident and needs further exploration
and study. Children have faced difficult issues over the past 97 years that are related
to the social, political and economic conditions in which they live. Children who
face severe economic conditions in their environment will often display difficult
behaviors at school.
There is another link with the concern about classroom discipline and corporal
punishment. Over the past g7 years teachers, principals, parents and others have
voiced their concem about discipline in the classroom. tn the past 25 years, this
concern is escalating due to the increase of poverty, violence in the classroonr,
alcohol and drug use and other serious issues facing contemporary students.
Empirical evidence is unavailable regarding the effectiveness of corporal punishment
in American public schools and needs firrther study.
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Chapter Five - Discussion
Significant findings in this research study include the relationship between the
difficult hehavioral expressions from students who live in poverly and the use of
corporal punishment in American public schools- The students who experienced
corporal purishment in their school have the highest numbers of poverty and have
experienced harsh social and economic conditions in their environment.
The study found a link between the use and support for corporal purishment in
the schools and the socioeconomic conditions of the society. Those states with the
lowest socioeconomic status had higher usage of corporal punishment in their schools
and had greater support for its use in their corffnrrnity.
A relationship was found in this study between the need to use corporal
punishment on students due to difficult behaviors in order to maintain classroom
control. The study found that students have always brought dfficult behaviors to the
classroom t}roughout history, however, the hehaviors in the 1990's are becoming
more severe. The 1990's have brought more violence, weapons, drugs, alcohol,
juvenile crimes, disrespect for teachers, and disruptions in the classroom than at any
other period. There appears to be a link between these difficult issues and the trend
to implement corporal punishment back into the classroom.
The study found no empirical evidence that corporal punishment is effective in
sontrolling difficult expressions in the classroom. [n fact, the study found no
evidence that corporal punishment decreases problem behavior, helps maintain
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classroom control or assists in solving discipline problems.
Limitations of the Studv
Historical research relies on interpretation of the data collected using a variety of
sources which may result in a limitation for the researcher. This research project
analyzeda9Taeartime frame, resulting in a large amount of data to collect. All data
pertaining to the research question would be difficult to collect, therefore, some
important data may have not been reviewed which would result in a limitation for this
study
Some important movements, such as the Child Protection Movement, may have
been a factor regarding trends of corporal punishment in the school. However, the
scope of the study was narrowed to address the social, economic and political events
in America. The study assessed children's issues and analyzed the effectiveness of
corporal punishment on students. This may have resulted in a limitation for the
study. The study gathered information in regards to Americill society and American
public schools and cannot be generalized to other countries.
Recommendations for Further Research
Evidence exists from this research project that corporal punishment is returning to
American public schools. Research needs to be done on whether corporal
punishment is effective in reducing or eliminating the difficult behavioral expressions
currently being presented by students at school. The literature review for this thesis
quesfioned the use of spanking and some studies showed detrimental effects
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experienced by children and adults who were hit by their parents. This area needs
firther study if we are going to subject students to punishment that may not only be
ineffective, but harmful.
This research project presents many options for funre research. Each component
relating to corporal punishment in the schools needs to be studied; such as poverty,
harsh economic and social conditions, children's issues, support for corporal
punishment, difficult behavioral expressions in the classroom, disciplining students
and maintaining classroom conffol. Above all, the effectiveness of corporal
punishment must be studied for ethical reasons. If co{poral punishment is harmful to
the students physically, emotionally or psychologicatly it should be eliminated.
[mplications for Practice
Corporal punishment has a long history in American public schools and given the
findings of this research project, it will continue to have a long history for many
years. This research study describes a history of the difficult issues students
experience in their homes, their environment and at school. Historically, children
have brought difficult issues to the school and for contemporary school childreq their
problems are increasing and becoming more dangerous and severe. This study proves
that the etiology of children's difficult issues is based on poverry and harsh social
conditions of their environment.
We have an ethical responsibility to find out if corporal punishment is effective
and if it is not, it should be abandoned. Based on my experieilce working with
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children in the schools and my knowledge acquired over the years, I believe
corporal purrishment should be abolished in American public schools. I do not
believe children should be punished at school based on the poverty and difficult
situations in which they live.
As social workers, we need to assist in developing policies and practices for
alternative \ryays to handle problematic behavioral expressions in the classroom. We
need to assist in developing programs for families living in poverty and we need to
politically get involved to insure social shenges for families living in desperate
economic situatiors.
As social workers, we need to keep in mind that children displaying difficult
behaviors at school are facing extremely difficult situations at home and in their
environment. We have a responsibility to prevent further damage and harm to the
students we work \xrith. As human beings, we have a responsibility to help.
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